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NielS BrOCk 
iNTerNATiONAl

The  FuTure  oF  
Bus INess  eDuCaT IoN

Niels Brock Business College has over 135 years of experience in tailoring educational products to 
fit the demands of the business world. Niels Brock was established in 1881 and quickly became 
a well-reputed institution of higher education. Today Niels Brock is one of the largest educational 

institutions in Denmark educating more than 25,000 students.
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Message froM The PresiDeNT

Thank you for your interest in becoming a part of the Niels Brock family.

Niels Brock is pleased to offer a variety of innovative educational programs and services. 

This brochure will give you an overview of our college and the programs that we offer.

Niels Brock was established in 1881 with a goal of supporting an increasingly  

international world and is considered to be one of the leading global and innovative 

business colleges in Denmark.

From its founding, Niels Brock has been dedicated to a singular mission and vision. we encourage and foster the  

development of an international perspective among our students that prepares graduates to succeed; effectively,  

responsibly, and respectfully. we provide an outstanding learning environment in and out of the classroom, one fostered 

by our diverse and experienced faculty and business mentors.

more than a college, Niels Brock is a learning environment where students, faculty, and the business community  

collaborate in learning.

Through our programs, classes, lectures, events and initiatives, we focus on providing our students with the cultural 

understanding and effective communications strategies necessary for success in contemporary global business. The 

friendly, family-style environment at Niels Brock empowers students to move confidently into their careers with the 

fundamental business concepts and leadership skills of a global business graduate.

whether you join the Niels Brock community for your entire academic career or as a short-term student, you will walk 

away uniquely informed and with a broader perspective of the world we all live in and work in.

sincerely,

anya eskildsen

President
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aMeriCaN BsC iN  
BUsiNess aDMiNisTraTioN

The 4-year american Bsc in Business administration is a broad career-oriented international business program based 

on strong ties to the international marketplace - with the option of choosing a concentration in the final two years.

we combine business education with a broad-based liberal arts foundation to provide students with the skills and 

expertise necessary to advance in today’s dynamic business environment. The program emphasizes global perspectives, 

fosters a sense of social responsibility, and develops leadership skills - all while offering the student flexibility to  

pursue their individual interests.

CONCeNTrATiONS

•	 Finance

•	 marketing

•	 hospitality management 

The purpose of the concentrations is to educate graduates who can understand practice and are able to apply theo-

ries and methodologies within Finance, marketing, or hospitality management. students graduate with the ability to 

perform advisory and administrative functions in finance, independently and professionally perform duties related to 

marketing in the international marketplace, or are prepared for the challenges of the global hospitality industry.

WHY CHOOSe AN AMeriCAN BACHelOr DeGree iN COPeNHAGeN?

•	 leads to a u.s. bachelor’s diploma in Business administration 

•	 Gives you the skills you need for tomorrow’s jobs 

•	 Is strongly career-oriented 

•	 Provides close contact between teachers and students 

•	 applies Danish pedagogical methods 

•	 Is delivered in Copenhagen with easy access to public transportation, libraries etc. 

•	 offers an attractive and very safe urban setting



Niels Brock Copenhagen Business College has a long standing and unique partnership with De montfort university in 

leicester, england. The two institutions have been collaborating closely, offering study opportunities to students from 

around the world since 1994.

De montfort university (Dmu) is a pioneering and innovative institution and one of Britain´s largest universities. Dmu 

has enjoyed a tremendous increase in rankings in the university sector over the past years and is now one of the leading 

British universities.

lectures, workshops, and exams are held at Niels Brock in Copenhagen, Denmark however, students register, enrol and 

graduate as De montfort university students. Graduates will become members of the De montfort university alumni 

society, which links approximately 150,000 former students all over the world.

Today, Niels Brock offers three programmes in collaboration with De montfort university.

BA (HONOUrS) iN BUSiNeSS ADMiNiSTrATiON

The one year top-up Ba (honours) in Business administration is designed for students who have completed a diploma 

programme or an international degree programme within business that is equivalent to two years of higher education 

in Denmark/europe. The student must also document a high english proficiency level and have earned good results in 

their previous degree programme.

we offer three specialisation streams and students will graduate with a major in marketing, Finance, or strategy and 

management.

GrADUATe CerTiFiCATe iN iNTerNATiONAl BUSiNeSS (Pre-MASTer)

The one year Graduate Certificate in International Business is designed for students who have completed an  

international degree programme and who need to strengthen their business and/or language competences. It has a  

double mission: to function as a conversion course for students with a previous business related background and to act 

as a stepping stone for students who need to strengthen their academic or linguistic qualifications.

MASTer OF SCieNCe (MSC) iN iNTerNATiONAl BUSiNeSS AND MANAGeMeNT

The one and a half year master of science (msc) in International Business and management is a natural progression 

for our Ba (hons) and Pre-master’s graduates, as well as for other students looking to complete a master’s degree. The 

focus of the programme is on research into international business and management principles and practice

De MoNTforT UNiversiTy
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a gloBal leaDer iN  
BUsiNess eDUCaTioN

International collaboration is of great strategic importance to Niels Brock. That is why you will find our well-established 

programs on three continents - europe, asia and North america - and our sights are set on expanding to other  

countries. For the past decade Niels Brock has enjoyed great success exporting educational know-how to asia.  

Increasing since 2000, we now deliver joint 3 to 4 year programs on partner university campuses in China and  

Vietnam, together providing top quality education to 2,000 students and growing.

Graduates acquire international competence, allowing them to apply their knowledge across borders and cultures in a 

competitive way. If so desired, students can choose to study a semester or a year at Niels Brock in Copenhagen or at 

any of our other partner campuses abroad as part of their degree and thus obtain a truly global education.

TrUlY GlOBAl PrOFile

our truly global profile is one of the main reasons why Niels Brock graduates are in such high demand worldwide. For 

example, shanghai lixin university of accounting and Finance, our longest standing partner in China, can boast that 

many of its Niels Brock graduates find a job after graduation.

BeST SCANDiNAViAN PrACTiCe

Niels Brock also offers what no one other school can - and what students and employers want - the best scandinavian 

educational practices with the strength and credibility of an american accredited degree. our accredited programs  

allow students to earn a bachelor of science in Business administration with a focus in marketing, Finance, or  

hospitality.
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reNOWNeD FOr PrOGrAMS AND COUrSeS

In addition to offering 3 to 4 year joint programs, Niels Brock operates globally as consultants and project managers 

in business education, management training, and consultancy. Niels Brock is renowned for structuring programs and 

courses that fit the specific needs of the business community, and has the international name recognition companies 

look for.

PArTNeriNG FOr A BeTTer TOMOrrOW

all over the world Niels Brock programs are offered in english, readying our students for the needs of international 

careers in the business world. among our growing list of partners are: Foreign Trade university, Vietnam; wenzhou  

university, China; shanghai lixin university of accounting and Finance, China; sanya university, China.

we also offer on our Copenhagen campus, in cooperation with the prestigious De montfort university in the united 

kingdom, the final year of a bachelor’s degree, a pre-master’s and a master’s degree within business studies. In  

addition, Niels Brock also has recently forged a close partnership with California International Business university in 

san Diego, California, usa, where they offer a bachelor’s degree and mBa.

as demands for our graduates grow, we are continuously looking to establish new partnerships and forge new  

relationships that brings our world class business education programs to every corner of the world.

Th Is  I s  N Iels  BroCk
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life iN CoPeNhageN

according to the uN world happiness report, Danes have been said to be the happiest people in the world three years 

in a row, and the international global affairs magazine monocle also named Copenhagen the world’s most liveable city 

thrice. why has Denmark received so many accolades? one could say that Denmark has been designed for life; every-

thing from the architecture to the food, the bike transport to the free health care and a society firmly focused on work-

life balance make an unbeatable combination.

Copenhagen is a city large enough for every kind of lifestyle, but small enough to bicycle from one end to the other 

within half an hour. as a citizen of Copenhagen, you’ll get to experience it all – the pulse of nightlife, the history and 

the royalty, the hipsters and the families. Copenhagen is truly a place where diversity reigns supreme and there is 

something for everyone.

Copenhagen is well renowned for seamlessly combining simple and sustainable solutions with a casual sophistication. 

You’ll find that Copenhageners lead a lifestyle firmly steeped in tradition, history and culture, yet you’ll also see that 

they are steadily moving towards the future. This dichotomy gives Copenhagen a unique balance between the old world 

charm and the innovative environment of a truly global city. 

(2017, www.visitcopenhagen.com)

DeNMArk MeANS…

•	 a safe environment

•	 Free access to Denmark’s public healthcare system, available for every resident in Denmark

•	 high-standards of housing

•	 a unique bicycle culture

•	 efficient public transport

•	 a rich cultural life

•	 associations and clubs where you can build a network while engaging in your favorite hobby

•	 Plenty of green leisure areas within the city
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Niels Brock is centrally located in the city of Copenhagen making the commute to school easy by train, bus or metro.  

students can also participate in Danish bicycle culture; there are bike lanes all around the city, and one can get 

anywhere around Copenhagen, including to campus, on two wheels. There are parks, museums, shops, and restaurants 

all around the campus, so students will receive a truly metropolitan experience.

Classes are offered in the mornings and afternoons. students will typically have a number of classes each day of the 

week for which they will be expected to attend and participate. around their classes and in the evenings, students can 

go to Copenhagen’s Central library to study, read by the water’s edge, or finish their homework at any number of open 

cafés.

The faculty at Niels Brock is aware of the challenges in transitioning to a new culture. many of our faculty, themselves, 

come from abroad and hail from europe, the united states, the middle east or africa. The faculty and program  

administrators are experienced in assisting and advising students through the academic and social challenges of  

studying in a new place.

students also have the opportunity to put their studies into practice through class projects, field trips and guest  

speakers, a capstone project, as well as part-time employment, if they so desire. Niels Brock has a library on campus 

and 24/7 access to its vast holdings of electronic resources. There’s an on campus student lounge for studying and 

group meetings, in addition to a well stocked Canteen to satisfy all your lunch and snack time needs.

students have the ability to learn and participate outside of the classroom through the many extracurricular activities 

offered at Niels Brock, including the International hygge Café, hosted parties for new and returning students and an 

annual football tournament.

The Niels Brock campus and the city of Copenhagen offer a safe environment for students to learn and apply  

international business skills and perspectives in a european setting. The Niels Brock community offers a haven for 

friendships and experiences that will last a lifetime.

sTUDeNT life aT Niels BroCK

Th Is  I s  N Iels  BroCk



Nuria Lopez

WHAT DO YOU TeACH?

I teach english language skills for Business for the Graduate Certificate in  

International Business programme. I find teaching at pre-master level very  

rewarding, as I can see students building their confidence day by day and acquiring 

the language skills which will be essential both to continue their studies and to  

function successfully in the business world.

WHY DO YOU TeACH?

my job allows me to work closely with students at a crucial moment in their lives and 

I try to help them acquire valuable skills which will assist them in their future  

business endeavours. Nothing is more motivating than meeting with students on 

their graduation day, seeing how far they have come … and realizing how much 

further they will go in the future!

WHAT Are YOU PASSiONATe ABOUT?

I am passionate about innovative teaching methodology which is student-centred and 

caters for the different learning styles we find in the classroom. I believe in a  

practical approach to teaching, encouraging students to be active learners and  

allowing them to develop the competences they will need in their professional life.

Ali Gamaleldin

WHAT DO YOU TeACH?

my courses for the Niels Brock/De montfort programmes aim at equipping students 

with an understanding of global organizations, global markets, and global customers, 

in addition to necessary tools and skills needed for success in the international 

employment market.

WHY DO YOU TeACH?

one must admit that lecturing in international marketing to a diverse classroom 

with students from different backgrounds and nationalities is not just enjoyable but 

also highly educational, as I have always been able to learn something new from my 

students.

WHAT Are YOU PASSiONATe ABOUT?

a global mindset is not merely a philosophy or a strategy, but is also a trait found 

in successful leaders, striving entrepreneurs, and high-achieving students. at Niels 

Brock, our shared vision is to offer an education that focuses on international  

contemporary issues, in diverse and global surroundings.

Ken Rushe

WHAT DO YOU TeACH?

my main areas of teaching are world economic history, Business economics, and 

both micro and macro economics. I have been a teacher, headmaster, and lecturer 

for over 32 years.

WHY DO YOU TeACH?

I believe that there is always a way to improve the teaching of any topic and there 

is always new ways to help promote the motivation of students. I personally love to 

learn and am a good example of what might be called a ’life-long learner’. I believe 

that teaching is very important and as such I intend to do as well as I possibly can 

for the students in my everyday teaching.

WHAT Are YOU PASSiONATe ABOUT?

what I’m most interested in is history and particularly economic history. I feel that 

it’s so important to understand the past and the lessons that we can gain by looking 

into the past and the experiences of people who have gone before us. In the words of 

the 19th century spanish philosopher and writer, George santayana, ‘Those who do 

not learn history are destined to repeat it’. 

Caroline Jul

WHAT DO YOU TeACH?

specialized in language for Business, I have worked for many years as a language 

specialist for some of the largest companies in Denmark at board and executive level 

and have acquired in-depth knowledge about the dos and don’ts in business  

communication, which I generously impart to my students.

WHY DO YOU TeACH?

“Bringing the corporate world into the classroom” is one of the main motivators when 

I teach my students. albeit their diverse backgrounds and nationalities, our students 

all share a dream of one day working and gaining success in the corporate sector, 

and my principal task is to prepare them for what awaits them out there and excel 

their business communication skills.

WHAT Are YOU PASSiONATe ABOUT?

I love to see my students thrive and grow self-confidence. Thriving and confident 

students are yet another motivator for me as a teacher. when my students thrive,  

I thrive!

Th Is  I s  N Iels  BroCk

TeaCher PorTraiTs - DMU TeaCher PorTraiTs - BsC
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The sCaNDiNaviaN way of TeaChiNg

since the beginning, scandinavian teaching has been well known to focus primarily on the student, leading to a 

genuine and fundamental development of the student’s character. In addition, by adding skills and knowledge, we 

prepare the student effectively for academic studies as well as business life. It is also a tradition to integrate theories 

and practical applications into the range of subjects taught, so subjects are applicable to future professions.

other characteristics of the scandinavian system are that students are encouraged to show independence and to 

participate in discussions - and to be able to work in teams - these are very important competences.

Today we live in a globalized world and the outlines of the 21st-century management model are already clear: 

Decision-making will be more peer based, the tools of creativity will be ideally distributed in organizations. Ideas will 

compete on an equal footing. strategies will be built from the bottom up. Power will be a function of competence 

rather than of position.

THe NielS BrOCk CONCePT

The Niels Brock concept of education is based on significant values such as respect, subject knowledge, excellence and 

development. These overall principles constitute the basis for Niels Brock’s vision of teaching based on modern and 

motivating pedagogical strategies, including the following dimensions:

•	Professionalism

•	Information	and	Communication	Technology-centered	learning	(ICT)

•	Practice-oriented	learning

•	Problem	based	learning

•	Innovative	and	Internationally	oriented	learning

essential to this concept of teaching is the pedagogical perspective of a pro-active teaching strategy encouraging the 

students to participate in an active and independent way when it comes to solving problems in a project-based learning 

context. Flexible employees, who are highly motivated and are able to deal with ever changing work tasks, are in high 

demand. This is reflected in the demand for these particular skills.

Furthermore, it should be noted that all programs at Niels Brock are characterized by small cohorts with close contact 

between faculty and students.
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hisTory of Niels BroCK

Niels Brock Copenhagen Business College, established in 1881, is named after one of the greatest Danish merchants 

of all time and quickly became a well-respected institution of higher education. It is the oldest business college in 

Denmark and started the beginning of the Danish business education movement.

Today Niels Brock is one of the largest educational institutions in Denmark with four specialist departments:

•	Vocational	education	and	training	programs

•	High	school	programs

•	Higher	education	programs

•	Business	courses,	including	an	Executive	MBA

Niels Brock educates approximately 25,000 full-time and part-time students in Denmark and employs approximately 

500 members of staff.

Because of our great history, strong traditional values and our ability to continue developing our educational methods, 

we are able to attract the best and the most competent members of staff, which helps ensure the personal and  

professional growth of our students.

Today, educating skilled and honest business men and women home and abroad is the paramount objective of our 

institution. we understand the importance of holding on to the good old values, and although Niels Brock develops 

constantly, we still hold the old merchant as an important role model for the modern institution.

•	We	are	proud	of	our	history	and	we	know	that	with	the	Niels	Brock	name	comes	great	responsibility

•	We	behave	properly	in	all	relations

•	We	are	the	preferred	school	of	the	corporate	world	and	we	are	professional

•	We	are	global	and	enterprising

at Niels Brock we adhere to the rules and norms of society and conduct ourselves with respect for natural resources 

and sustainability. we take the massive responsibility of dealing with and shaping young people very seriously. as the 

preferred school of the business world, Niels Brock listens to the educational needs of the companies and of society.
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